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In the last few decades, Aborigines have won freedoms long denied
to them. The paternal hands of church and state have largely been
removed from their lives. They now have to build a new life out of the
ruins of dispossession, and with the full rights and duties of Australian
citizenship. Although they are no longer strangers in their own land,
their land is not the same as it was. It is immensely more bountiful
and it is owned by the whole nation.

This Backgrounder takes a critical look at the Council for Aboriginal
Reconciliation’s Draft Document. The Document seeks to place the
relationship between Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders and the
wider community on a new and more equitable footing. But the
Council’s approach is unlikely to bring about its commendable vision
of ‘a united Australia which respects this land of ours; values the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander heritage; and provides justice
and equity for all’.

The Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation wants Aborigines to have a
unique status and the freedom to determine their own destinies
somewhat comparable to the freedom they possessed before
European settlement. Some aspects of the strategy of self-
determination, however, may not help Aboriginal people at all, some
may be unacceptable to the nation as a whole, and some may simply
invite a new paternalism. If Aborigines are to recover from their long
period of suffering, they may have to accept that while governments
can place tools in their hands, governments cannot live their lives for
them.
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churlishness or ill-will towards Aborigines. Is the
purpose of reconciliation to establish a totally new
legal relationship between indigenous and non-in-
digenous Australians or merely to modify the exist-
ing situation so that it is fairer? Should the basis on
which Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders make
claims on the broader society be any different from
that of other Australians, particularly those who have
also suffered disadvantage either now or at some-
time in the past? Does Australia have to accept the
whole package proposed by the Council for Abo-
riginal Reconciliation in order to be ‘reconciled’?
Can we dismiss the dangers that a formal process of
reconciliation, involving measures that seem to com-
promise the legitimacy of the citizenship of non-
Aboriginal people in this country as well as their
self-respect, will only exacerbate hostility among the
very Australians for whom a commitment to recon-
ciliation is most desirable?1 Will other Australians
be prepared to support indefinitely a section of the
population which chooses a way of life that may not
be economically or socially sustainable, yet which
also expects to have its life chances measured in the
same way as everyone else, and whose representa-
tives will denounce Australia if there are any major
discrepancies?

RECOVERY FROM THE PAST…

As conceived by the Commonwealth Government
when establishing the Council for Aboriginal Rec-
onciliation,2 the process of reconciliation needs to
be understood in the historical context of the broad
sweep of reform in Aboriginal policies, or what
Charles Rowley called ‘recovery’.3 Rowley posed
three questions that underlie the politics of recon-
ciliation:
1. What are the social, economic and political con-

ditions of living that will be acceptable to Abo-
rigines and thereby indicate their recovery?

2. What degree of autonomy is required for them
to reach this state of affairs?

3. What kind and what degree of autonomy for
Aborigines is politically possible, wise and nec-
essary?4

These questions recognize that there may be a
gap between what Aboriginal people want and what
the rest of the community is prepared to give them.
Rowley’s questions allow that autonomy as a strat-
egy for recovery may be unwise and even counter-
productive. They also imply that limits to the claims

INTRODUCTION

The Draft Document for Aboriginal Reconciliation,
published in June 1999 by the Council for Abo-
riginal Reconciliation, consists of a Declaration for
Reconciliation and National Strategies to Advance
Reconciliation. The strategies are designed to
achieve economic independence, to address disad-
vantage, to promote recognition of rights, and to
sustain the reconciliation process. An appropriate
response to the draft document for reconciliation
thus entails an analysis of both the Declaration and
the Strategies.

The draft Declaration for Reconciliation is the
symbolic centrepiece of a broad package of propos-
als designed to satisfy Aboriginal interests. Its main
impact will rest upon its legal form as well as its
sentiments. The latter seem clear—the Declaration

seeks to grant Abo-
riginal and Torres
Strait Island peo-
ples a ‘unique sta-
tus’ and the right
to ‘determine their
own destinies’. If
the Declaration at-
tains the status of a
treaty or a part of
the Constitution,
such sentiments
might have a con-

siderable impact on the rights and resources of all
other Australians. If, however, it simply remains an
instrument of reconciliation, in the form of a mo-
tion of the Commonwealth Parliament for exam-
ple, then it is likely to have no more impact than
the consent of the body politic will allow at any
given time.

Nevertheless, right from the start there is a seri-
ous problem, because the draft Declaration incor-
porates notions that are quite inconsistent with each
other. On the one hand there is a commitment to
the universalist notions of equality and human
rights, as well as to a ‘united Australia’. But the
Declaration also promotes the antithesis of these
notions; the idea that a racially or culturally defined
section of the nation should be given a ‘unique sta-
tus’, and be encouraged to move towards separatism
should its leaders so decide.

So widely has reconciliation been portrayed as a
‘good thing’, that fundamental questions have been
largely set aside, lest they be taken as evidence of
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of Aborigines can have three different bases—cor-
rect strategy, moral claim, and likelihood of accept-
ance. Ultimately, the wider Australian community
will judge whether recovery has been achieved, or
whether the strategy to achieve recovery is appro-
priate. If the strategy is flawed, the community has
a responsibility to end it and to allow Aboriginal
citizens to pursue their own interests by the same
rules as everyone else.

The issue of persistence can also be added to
Rowley’s list. How long will the non-indigenous
community be held responsible for the distress of
the indigenous community? In 1995, one of the

present authors put
a similar question
to the Chief Judge
of the Treaty of
Waitangi Tribunal
in New Zealand,
who responded,
‘five generations’.
This would mean
that the process
would last until

the twenty-second century! The judge’s assessment
says a great deal about the purpose of much ‘first
peoples’ politics, and its desire to keep the fires of
conflict burning. It has more to do with payback
than recovery, perpetuating ideas about responsibil-
ity that are both unjust and deeply at variance with
the values of mainstream Australians—and one as-
sumes, New Zealanders.

Those who accept the Chief Judge’s assessment
should at least acknowledge the paradox that lies at
the heart of contemporary attempts to redress de-
structive practices of the past. There can be little
doubt that past wrongs have played a part in creat-
ing the social and economic disadvantage which
many indigenous people now suffer, although there
is considerable scope for honest disagreement about
their precise contribution. But at the same time, by
always explaining today’s problems as the outcome
of past injustices, and insisting that it is the respon-
sibility of the government and all other Australians
to rectify matters, well-meaning people may be
making it easier for many Aborigines to avoid the
difficult steps necessary to take control over their
own lives. Every time that a public figure states that
Aboriginal alcohol abuse or domestic violence or
youth suicide or indifference to educational attain-
ment is a legacy of colonialism, they are also telling
Aborigines that self-destructive behaviour is some-
how excusable, and that the ultimate responsibility
for overcoming such behaviour rests with others.

BUT WHAT PAST?

There is also the crucial question of just what past
practices have contributed the most towards the
problems. Of course to many people the answer is
obvious—dispossession from traditional lands, the
removal of Aboriginal children from their parents,
and so on. But although it is very difficult to obtain
appropriate statistics that would enable compari-
sons between indigenous populations in different
circumstances and at different times,5 there are suf-
ficient grounds for casting some doubts on the con-
ventional wisdom. For instance, a recent study of
mortality in the Northern Territory indicated that
by far the highest Aboriginal mortality rates for the
period 1985–91 occurred in the region which has
suffered the least amount of dispossession and in-
terference—East Arnhem.6

A number of prominent Aborigines themselves
have suggested that in at least some important re-
spects, things have got worse in the last two or three
decades, although if the conventional analysis were
correct, the opposite should have been occurring.
Thus, while cautioning against the tendency to ro-
manticize the past, Noel Pearson recently wrote ‘it
seems clear that, in a number of key areas our situ-
ation has deteriorated over the past thirty years.
Probably the key indication of this is the decline in
life expectancy’.7 Endorsing Pearson’s criticisms of
the destructive effects of welfare on Aborigines, the
Mayor of Cooktown Shire Council noted that thirty
years ago the communities of Cape York ‘had 80
percent employment, viable cattle industries, dair-
ies, market gardens, and now the young people are
not even working’.8

According to Professor Colin Tatz, Aboriginal
suicide was almost unknown about three decades
ago. But ‘in 1997, the NSW rate for Aboriginal male
youth, aged 15 to 24, was 128—or five times the
already high national figure of 26.6, the fourth high-
est in the world’.9 At the beginning of this decade
Tatz also drew attention to the ‘crisis of violence to
self and to kin’ that he discovered during research
in 70 Aboriginal communities across the country,
raising the question as to why this had occurred
when, on the face of things at least, so many gains
had occurred:

There is much more money from public budg-
ets… There is more housing… There is lan-
guage salvation, language maintenance in many
schools, and several literacy centres. Work skills
programmes abound, as do Aboriginal enter-
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Aboriginal people, ignoring Aboriginal tradition
and generally running their own political agendas.15

Land Councils in NSW came under close scrutiny
for corrupt practices in 1997 by the Independent
Commission Against Corruption.16

The difficulty with the current enthusiasm for
regional autonomy is that such autonomy, at least
in all practical terms, can only be granted on a dis-
tinctive geographic
basis, as with the
Torres Strait Re-
gional Authority or
Norfolk Island.
Peter Yu of the
Kimberley Land
Council, for exam-
ple, wants not just
the right to share in
the administration of the region on behalf of all resi-
dents, but Aboriginal government of the Kimber-
ley, regardless of the races living there. But here we
face another serious problem. If race is not the basis
for political autonomy, then the idea of a ‘people’
becomes fanciful indeed. But if race does become the
basis for political autonomy, Australia will be go-
ing against the very principles on which the past
can be fairly criticized, and compromising the bases
on which its contemporary multicultural unity is
justified. At the very least, reconciliation should
mean an acceptance by Aborigines of the historical
facts that have led to a single Australian nation, and
the social and political consequences that flow from
this.

Furthermore, the representative basis of national
Aboriginal politics, as conducted through the Abo-
riginal and Torres Strait Island Commission, is open
to challenge. Voter turnout at ATSIC elections has
always been low, with less than 1 in 3 eligible peo-
ple voting. In the most recent ATSIC elections in
October 1999, however, this figure has declined even
further, with a participation rate of only 22 per cent
of the estimated number of Aborigines over 18.17

This seems to suggest that the great majority of
Aborigines have little interest in asserting their
political distinctiveness, let alone their autonomy,
from the rest of Australia.

The Commonwealth has a three-part administra-
tive definition of an Aboriginal person, which in-
volves ancestry, self-identification and acceptance by
an Aboriginal community. This is not the same as
the definition in legislation which refers to ‘a per-
son of the Aboriginal race of Australia’.18 The Fed-
eral Court has interpreted this sometimes relying
on ancestry alone, at other times abandoning it al-

prises through the Aboriginal Development
Commission… We have seen the virtual end
of the ‘old guard’ Native Affairs and Commu-
nity Service Departments. There is now the
reality of land rights in all states bar Western
Australia [and he was writing before the High
Court’s Mabo decision on native title]… There
is greater local decision making than ever…
There is anti-discrimination legislation… Abo-
riginal Studies as a subject is taught in schools
and in tertiary institutions…10

Like many academics who write on these issues,
Tatz seeks to explain the crises which afflict many
Aboriginal communities largely in terms of the
legacy of a history of ‘past violations’ which had al-
most completely ended—and had certainly been
drastically modified—by the time the problems
began to manifest themselves. Tatz’s reasons for seek-
ing such an explanation are far from clear, and seem
nothing more than the triumph of wishful think-
ing over proper analysis. And we can fairly ask, given
the list of gains he identifies—a list which has ex-
panded in the years since he wrote—what more can
mainstream Australia do?

A ‘PEOPLE’ ANY LONGER?

A major assumption of Aboriginal Reconciliation
is that there is an Aboriginal ‘people’. But does it
really make much sense to talk about the
‘peoplehood’ of Aborigines?11

Certainly the political structure of Aboriginal
governance is distinctive.12 In some remote locations
the practice of self-administration for local commu-
nities is strong. For example, in Queensland, 31
ATSI Community Councils and two Shire Councils
(Aurukun and Mornington) have responsibility for
all local government functions. Legislation provides
for these councils to govern in accordance with the
customs and practices of the communities.13 On the
other hand, Land Councils as regional bodies have
been imposed on Aboriginal communities, some-
times with nasty consequences as the Reeves review
of the NT Aboriginal Land Rights Act showed. Reeves
recommended the establishment of Regional Land
Councils and by implication the abolition of the
present Land Councils.14 The two large Land Coun-
cils are perceived to be bureaucratic, remote, tardy,
and uninterested in local Aboriginal problems. They
have been accused of duplicity, causing division
within Aboriginal communities, disempowering
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together.19 There is a sensitivity as to who can play
the game of Aboriginal politics, with some Abo-
rigines in the 1996 ATSIC Regional Council elec-
tions in Tasmania challenging the Commonwealth’s
all-embracing administrative definition. On the
other hand, when it has suited their interests, other
Aborigines have pushed for an even more broad-
ranging definition which does not even include an-
cestry. Thus, during the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, certain Aboriginal
groups argued that Tony Majurey, ‘a Maori who had
no Aboriginal descent but had become a member of
an Aboriginal community, should be regarded as an
Aboriginal within the terms of reference’ of the
Commission.20

Despite the desire of the Reconciliation package
that autonomy be the vehicle for recovery, there are
grounds for suggesting that Aboriginal people are
voting with their hearts for a considerable degree of
integration. The 1996 census revealed that 64 per
cent of Aboriginal couple families were unions be-
tween Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal partners.21

English was spoken at home by 83.9 per cent of
Australia’s Aboriginal population, and only 13.3 per
cent of Aboriginal people spoke an Aboriginal lan-
guage.22 Only 2.06 per cent of the Aboriginal popu-
lation stated that they followed an Aboriginal tra-
ditional religion, while 71.5 per cent reported Chris-
tianity as their religion, slightly higher than for the
non-Aboriginal population at 70.9 per cent.

The social, cultural and geographic environments
in which contemporary Aborigines live are very di-
verse, although this is not always acknowledged in
the prevailing rhetoric about reconciliation. These
range from the comparatively rare remote settle-
ments on traditional country, right through to an
absolute integration with other Australians in met-
ropolitan areas. This diversity is shown by the fol-
lowing table, which is based on 1996 Census data:

The largest concentrations of indigenous people
were in Sydney (40,000) and the major urban cen-
tres of NSW and Queensland (45,000 and 45,000)
and Brisbane (27,000). The percentages of remotely
located indigenes to urban indigenes in the States
and Territories containing the largest indigenous
populations were as follows: 17 per cent NSW, 33
per cent Queensland, 50 per cent WA, 150 per cent
NT.

Of course, there is a world of difference between
propinquity and integration, but it is difficult to
argue for a special kinship with the land if that land
is thoroughly urban and absolutely unlike that of
the places that gen-
erated the special
relationship in the
first place. The
1994 ABS study
showed that 1 in 4
Aborigines did not
even recognize a
particular area as
their ‘homeland’—
that is, an area of
land to which they
had ancestral and/or
cultural links. Fur-
thermore, 70 per
cent of Aborigines were not living on land that they
regarded as their homeland. (This includes the 25
per cent who did not recognize a ‘homeland’.23) No
more than 100,000 Aboriginal and Islander people
live in areas that may bear some broad relationship
to their original land. Given the need to prove an
affiliation with lands by means of local ancestry and
some continuity in the acknowledgement of tradi-
tional laws and customs, far fewer will be able to
claim native title or land rights successfully.

The Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation com-
plains that ‘indigenous Aus-
tralians who are fair-com-
plexioned, for example, are
not regarded by others as
“real” indigenous people’.24

(It should be noted that such
attitudes are not just con-
fined to white Australians;
they are also shared by at
least some Aborigines.) It
quotes a study of the Abo-
riginal community of Syd-
ney’s south-west to demon-
strate the strength of associa-
tion and close-knit nature of

Where Aborigines Live

Aborigines Total Population
% %

Major Urban 30.3 62.7

Other Urban 42.3 23.3

Rural (pop. 200-999) 10.8 2.5

Other rural 16.6 11.5

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People, 1998, page 5.
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the community. But if an urban community of any
origin chooses to live together, of what particular
concern is it to the rest of the community? Why
must an Aboriginal community be ‘recognized’ if it
is not obviously recognizable? On the other hand,
why should a recognizable Aboriginal community
be afforded some extra respect? Is it not best that
this respect be earned? If a major part of the defini-
tion of an Aboriginal person is acceptance and self-
assignment, why is it either essential to have out-
siders confirm this process, or indeed conform to
that community’s definition? If we choose to regard
an Aboriginal person in a stereotypical way, then
surely we are free to do so, just as an Aborigine is

free to regard other
people—whether
Aboriginal or non-
Aboriginal—in a
stereotypical way.

Using the three-
part definition of an
Aboriginal person,
together with the
diversity of social,
cultural and geo-
graphical circum-
stances of contem-
porary Aborigines,
the message is one

of such heterogeneity as to strain the credibility of
the claim to be a separate ‘people’. The category of
‘Aborigine’ in itself is an externally imposed one,
and includes within its compass people whose tra-
ditional contempt for each other was probably as
great as the contempt that whites may once have
directed against Aborigines as a whole. The claim
to ‘peoplehood’ is a political one aimed at present-
ing the appearance of group solidarity necessary for
gaining power, but it falls down when it has to be
used for disparate purposes such as the election of
officials, the governance of regions, the delivery of
services, access to entitlements and as an accurate
representation of the way people think and live.

TREATY TALK AND RECOGNITION

OF LAW AND CUSTOM

The idea of reconciliation largely arose out of the
failure of Judith Wright’s Aboriginal Treaty Com-
mittee (1979–83) to win support for its proposal.25

The word ‘reconciliation’ was introduced in 1988

when 14 heads of Australian Christian Churches is-
sued a statement entitled ‘Towards Reconciliation
in Australian Society’26 and a grateful Labor gov-
ernment ran with it as a means of keeping the con-
stituency occupied, knowing that no Australian
government would ever accept the breach of sover-
eignty that a treaty implies.

Despite this political reality, there are still peo-
ple who support the notion of a treaty. For example,
the Aboriginal Nations and the Australian Consti-
tution Conference27 resolved that, ‘this land now
known as Australia is still owned by the First Na-
tions of Sovereign Aboriginal People’. Indeed, Patrick
Dodson, former chair of the Council for Aboriginal
Reconciliation, in commenting on the Constitu-
tional Preamble stated, ‘The Aboriginal people are
owners of this country. If they want to put anything
in there, put the fact down that we own Australia
and that ought to be reflected in any preamble or
any constitutional reality’.28 Clearly, a group of Abo-
riginal activists believes that ‘reconciliation’ must
include a fundamental reassessment of the legal ba-
sis of Australian nationhood. As the people con-
cerned are not politically naïve, the most likely ex-
planation of their motivations can be found in the
observation of the black American commentator,
Thomas Sowell. Sowell notes that the position and
influence of leaders of minority groups often depends
on their ability to maintain a sense of resentment
within their own constituency by making demands
that they know will be rejected by the broader com-
munity.29 Such a motivation is totally at variance
with any possibility of ‘reconciliation’, no matter
how broadly defined.

The Reconciliation Council is also keeping the
treaty agenda alive with its discussion of a docu-
ment of reconciliation,30 and its desire to have in-
digenous customary law recognized. The Austral-
ian Law Reform Commission considered the recog-
nition of Aboriginal customary law in 1977. It con-
cluded that, as a general principle, codification or
direct enforcement were not appropriate forms of
recognition. It nevertheless continued to play the
recognition game, arguing that the extremely seri-
ous reservations against the recognition of traditional
law such as the problem of unacceptable rules and
punishments needed to be brushed aside in the name
of recognizing the fundamental human rights of
indigenous people. This is the same Commission
that recommended that Aboriginal children be ex-
cluded from the purview of the Child Support
Scheme, and that the payment of spousal mainte-
nance and the adjustment of property rights between
spouses not apply to traditional marriages.31 One
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you stole our land!’ It is highly unlikely that these
youths themselves or their parents had their land
stolen. Moreover, their anger at their lot was chan-
nelled into a pointless exercise of waiting for the
white man to give them something.

The extent to which the Aboriginal people are
idealized is also the extent to which the programmes
for restoring the ideal are unlikely to produce a path
to recovery. Living at the margins ‘autonomously’
in a self-imposed
exile might sound
liberating for some,
but does it lead to
recovery? Given the
current celebration
of indigenous cul-
tures, there is a
marked unwilling-
ness to consider
whether aspects of
traditional beliefs
and practices, such
as a sorcery theory of misfortune and disease, or a
very high degree of local parochialism, might not
be even more disempowering than old-fashioned
prejudice directed against Aborigines. And claims
about a unique Aboriginal spirituality, or an abid-
ing concern with protecting ‘mother earth’ and the
environment have more to do with the yearnings of
a deracinated Western intelligentsia for community,
identity, religious certainty and wisdom than with
any indigenous reality.36

The Reconciliation Council argues that indig-
enous culture is an ‘asset’ that can be exploited for
the benefit of the nation.37 The model is patroniz-
ing and, in the end, leads to programmes, described
by ATSIC as a cultural industry strategy,38 the aim
of which is to commercialize the work of indigenous
artists. Government support for such programmes
should not be differentiated from support for any
other artist and should be judged on the merits of
the work under consideration. We are in danger of
being force-fed ‘indigenous culture’, which leads to
people being unwilling to assess indigenous cultural
works in terms of the standards applied to others.
Ultimately the market will determine the viability
of indigenous art. At present it is enjoying some
success—although its mainstay is as a tourist add-
on—but the bubble of the fascination with indig-
enous art may well burst and disappoint as a strat-
egy for enduring recovery.

Much of the Council of Aboriginal Reconcili-
ation’s discussion of a ‘shared history’39 which sug-
gests honouring the fallen, and recognition of Abo-

can imagine the number of men who would claim
that they have a traditional marriage and the number
of woman who would claim they have not!

Frank Brennan points to the unacceptable stand-
ards of some customary law in the Murgon case,
where a young Aboriginal man was charged by the
police for allegedly stabbing to death a publican.32

Elders tried the man in his absence and without
evidence found him guilty and banned him from
the community for life! The anthropologist,
Kenneth Maddock, further observes that in modern
Aboriginal communities frightening outbursts of
violence, including against youngsters, can result
from attempts to deal with relatively minor infrac-
tions through traditional ‘tribal business’. It is likely
that the dream of recognizing customary law could
have horrific consequences for Aborigines. Profes-
sor Maddock wryly notes that the consequences
would also be distressing for ‘those tender-hearted
or progressively minded souls who, in states like
New South Wales, are against smacking children
because it causes irreparable psychological dam-
age’.33

In a recent Family Court case concerning the resi-
dence (custody) of a child, the Aboriginal father was
examined on the traditional ways in which his child
was to be raised, which would supposedly be lost if
the non-Aboriginal mother maintained the child.
Asked what contribution he made to the cultural
awareness of the child, he answered ‘I let him watch
the ABC’.34 Traditional Aboriginal customs may be
invoked to the extent that they are not inconsistent
with Australian law. But to move beyond this would
be a breach of the rule of law and open the law to
scorn, ridicule and outrageous abuse.

CULTURAL STRATEGY

Maintaining the notion that all problems in Abo-
riginal society are caused by the original sin of in-
vasion, and that Aborigines are always victims of
this invasion, ensures that the prospects for a strat-
egy which breaks from the victim/tyrant framework
are bleak. If the strength of the political attack is
derived from the victim status, to lose victim sta-
tus, which is presumably the object of recovery, is
to lose that source of power.35 A recent incident at
the Brisbane Central railway station indicates a dis-
turbing trend. Three Aboriginal youths accosted a
journalist friend of one of the authors, demanding
money. ‘Give us some money you ----. You owe us,
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RECONCILIATION IS ONLY
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THEY FORGO ANY REAL

SENSE OF PRIDE IN THEIR

OWN COMPLEX HERITAGE

riginal and Torres Strait Islander place names (al-
though it concedes that naming practices have been
pro-indigenous for over a century) is reasonable.
However, ‘sharing histories’ requires a truthfulness
on both sides. It is entirely legitimate to condemn
the way in which Aborigines were ‘written out’ of
Australian history in the past, and the way that the
wrongs they suffered were largely passed over. But
a significant portion of what is now being presented
to supposedly redress the balance is also egregiously
one-sided, as exemplified, for instance, by major
written works designed to support the ‘stolen gen-
erations’, or the case against the Hindmarsh Island
bridge.40

As Richard Mulgan has observed, most of the
people who are active in the reconciliation process
do not seem to worry about undermining the le-
gitimacy of non-Aboriginal values and beliefs. He
suspects that ‘most of the people working and writ-
ing in this area do not themselves have any diffi-
culty in accepting a hostile view of their own cul-
ture and history’, which can be seen as an expres-
sion of their ‘moral elitism dressed up in the guise
of apologetic humility’.41 On the evidence of the
Draft Declaration for Reconciliation, Mulgan’s ob-
servation certainly applies to the Council for Abo-
riginal Reconciliation. This declaration contains no
acknowledgement that there might be anything
worthwhile in the civilization that was brought to
Australia by the nation’s British and Irish founders,
and which developed its own distinctive character-
istics as later immigrants and common historical
experiences made their mark. The institutions, the
values, the knowledge and the arts that have made
Australia one of the world’s more successful and
enviable nations are simply ignored. Reconciliation
is only being offered to non-Aboriginal Australians
on the condition that they forgo any real sense of
pride in their own complex heritage.

ECONOMIC STRATEGY:
THE CONTRADICTIONS

There are some real difficulties in a strategy that
seeks to recover or maintain an indigenous culture
and generate a reasonable standard of living. The
established benchmarks of ‘the good life’ will have
to be modified if a chosen life-style impedes eco-
nomic independence. Remote locations are unlikely,
except where minerals are discovered, to provide a
secure economic base. The acceptance of cultural

difference might imply the acceptance of economic
difference. For example, the Council has pondered
whether asserting rights to resources for subsist-
ence ahead of commercial and recreational use has
validity.42 Such a
move would have
serious adverse im-
plications for the
welfare of both in-
digenous and non-
indigenous Austral-
ians. Some Aborigi-
nal leaders persist in
the fantasy that a re-
turn to an earlier
economy is an op-
tion. John Watson,
chairman of the
Kimberley Land
Council wrote re-
cently, ‘what needs to be recognized is that Abo-
riginal people had an extremely viable economy
before our lands were occupied by white people late
last century’.43 Which begs the questions, what
standard of living did that ‘viable’ economy sus-
tain, and would it be an acceptable standard for
Aboriginal people now? If it would, then a number
of the arguments about the marked economic and
social disadvantage of Aborigines fall down, for they
are based on comparisons with, and standards
adopted by, mainstream Australians.

The 1997 review of the Community Develop-
ment Employment Projects Scheme (work-for-the-
dole) in Aboriginal communities stated, ‘the im-
portance of CDEP to governments and the 30,000
indigenous Australians involved cannot be over-
stated. In some localities, CDEP often represents
the community itself. Without it, some remote com-
munities would simply not exist’.44 This demon-
strates how artificial some communities are. Simi-
larly, the ‘outstation movement’ whereby small en-
campments are established away from the main com-
munity in order either to re-establish authority or
live a more ‘traditional’ life on ‘country’ has consid-
erable difficulties. As the then Labor Minister for
Social Security, Neal Blewett observed following a
1992 tour of Arnhem Land,

I fear the outstation movement … may be an-
other of these romantic re-creations of the no-
ble savage myth that turn out to be illusory
and ultimately disappointing… The outsta-
tions are absolutely dependent on welfare, and
are therefore mendicant settlements, with lit-
tle promise of future self-sufficiency.45
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A more enduring and realistic economic strategy
recognizes an increasing absorption of the indig-
enous workforce into paid employment.46 Unfortu-
nately, the prospects for creating employment in re-
mote communities are poor. The real strategy for
employment will be the same as it has been for ru-
ral communities for generations, migration to cen-
tres of employment. Economic independence and
political independence are at loggerheads. The pros-
pects for economic independence rest with leaving
remote communities whereas the chances of achiev-
ing some form of political independence depend on
remaining in remote communities.

LIMITS TO COMPENSATION

What is distinctive about Aboriginal disadvan-
tage?47 To what extent is the ‘mainstream’ able to
be redefined to accommodate indigenes? Does au-
tonomy extend to the freedom to make errors? If so,
at what point should errors go unfixed? Are the his-
torical causes of continuing disadvantage any guide
to recovery?48 Is the claim for special rights to be
sustained when Aboriginal people begin to show
the same class profile as that of the rest of the com-
munity, or indeed if they choose not to be measured
by the same criteria?

The electorate must be able to distinguish com-
pensation from redistribution so that it may judge
the justice and efficiency of Aboriginal policy. For
example, the Land Fund is meant to place non-tra-
ditional Aborigines on land, despite the fact that
whatever the claims that people may make in order
to access these funds, it is hard to accept that there
is any special relationship with the land in these
cases. The further removed a candidate is from the
idealized type of indigenous dweller, the more prob-
lematic is the whole rationale for the Land Fund. It
smacks of the soldier-settler movement much ad-
mired by Bob Santamaria, which was a great failure
in the face of economic reality.

Nevertheless, the Land Fund is a one-off arrange-
ment, not to be revisited. While every attempt
should be made to ensure the success of the venture
as a means of providing an economic base, the ven-
tures should nevertheless be allowed to succeed or
fail on their merits.

On the other hand, welfare payments are con-
tinuing and are likely to be more closely scrutinized
because Aborigines have no greater moral claim for
welfare than other Australians. The efficiency of the

delivery of services should incorporate elements like
cultural sensitivity, but the taxpayer is entitled to
judge what works and what does not. The fashion
of establishing
‘benchmarks’49 in
the delivery of
services, especially
its focus on out-
comes, rests on
very dubious as-
sumptions. Wel-
fare provision,
which is meant to
be impermanent
for the individual,
can be permanent
for a group that
refuses to leave a particular area or to change a par-
ticular lifestyle. The Council asserts the ‘Recogni-
tion of the right of indigenous Australians to stay
on their traditional lands and their right as citizens
to basic services.’50 How basic is basic?

The assertion that Aborigines have the same
rights to services as other Australians is facile. No
services are denied to Aboriginal people in a sys-
temic or legal way, save for the fact of location and
ignorance. The Council for Aboriginal Reconcilia-
tion51 differentiates ‘remote’ or ‘frontier’ communi-
ties and all others, which has ramifications for the
extent to which cultural differences can be a basis
for treating people differently. That is, even if a case
can be made out for remote communities, it is highly
unlikely it can be made out for any others, espe-
cially in terms of delivering self-administered pro-
grammes. Even so, remote locations do not lend
themselves to the supply of sophisticated services,
and the poor nutrition and hygiene record in many
communities makes delivering equal outcomes im-
possible. A forgotten assumption of the welfare state
is that the recipient agrees to keep themselves in as
good a condition as possible. The delivery of serv-
ices to Aboriginal communities by indigenous peo-
ple may make services more effective, but the con-
stant re-supply of facilities and services in the face
of their wanton destruction and dismissal is clearly
not a part of the normal social contract.

It is not viable to turn remote settlements into
cities if they have no economic base. The figure of-
ten quoted during the term of the last Labor gov-
ernment that Aboriginal communities required sev-
eral billion dollars in infrastructure may be accu-
rate, but it is fanciful to think that such expendi-
ture is ever likely to occur, given that it would be
most unlikely to produce long-term tangible ben-

WELFARE PROVISION,

WHICH IS MEANT TO BE

IMPERMANENT FOR THE

INDIVIDUAL, CAN BE PER-

MANENT FOR A GROUP THAT
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efits. If a new contract is to be written with Abo-
riginal communities, there has to be an element that
indicates the conditions under which there will be
no further services delivered.

THE ESSENTIALS OF INDIGENOUS

RECOVERY ARE IN PLACE

Looking through the enormous number of instru-
ments and programmes in place, particularly post-
Mabo/Wik and the enhanced Land Fund, it is hard
not to conclude that the job is largely done, and
that the rest is now in the hands of indigenous peo-
ple themselves.

The real elements of reconciliation lie in the im-
plied contract that the Aboriginal leadership want
to make with the rest of the Australian electorate.
No Australian government will make a contract with
some of its own people, for to do so would deny its
sovereignty. Moreover, the notion of an Aboriginal
people is an artificial construct that does not pro-
duce a vehicle for all Aboriginal Australians given
that their circumstances and aspirations are so di-
verse. The only useful part of an implied contract is
that it may stimulate a more honest discussion about
the limits of the special pleading of Aboriginal peo-
ple and the need to distinguish the elements of policy
that are meant to compensate for historic wrongs
and those that are not. Furthermore, welfare provi-
sion is not and rarely has been available to any citi-
zens as of right without certain reciprocal obliga-
tions and assumptions. Any new deal would have to
trade political autonomy for service and economic
outcomes. The cultural integrity of indigenous peo-
ple must be afforded the same protection as is af-
forded to any other Australian. But there are no
particular reasons for stating that it should be pro-
moted by the government or used as a tool to take
advantage of an extraordinarily generous and patient
Australian community.

The degree of recovery in Aboriginal society will
be determined in a policy environment that will
change little. The game is all but over, there will no
more legal advances, little more funding, a great
deal of internal migration and a regard for land as
an historic token of a former civilization, not an
ongoing one. That is the optimistic scenario. The
pessimistic one is described by Roger Sandall: ‘the
implied retribalization of Aborigines as a “unique”
people … the granting of a large measure of au-
tonomy in health and education and the continua-

tion of the systematic educational disablement [of
Aborigines] could hardly be a surer recipe for the
creation of a permanently dependent, sick, illiter-
ate, unemployable caste at the bottom of Austral-
ian society.’52

CONCLUSION

The agenda of the Council for Aboriginal Reconcili-
ation will not assist the recovery of Aboriginal peo-
ple. It does not come to terms with the truth that
there cannot be different contracts for different, ra-
cially defined, parts of a nation. It does not come to
terms with the fact that the most likely hope for sav-
ing economically and socially disadvantaged people
who are of Aboriginal descent is to encourage them
to make the choice to leave the confines of their home-
lands. Homelands may be regarded as places of
memory and perhaps reverence, but not as places to
bring up children in the 21st century. Reconcilia-
tion should mean that the dominant non-Aboriginal
society should allow Aboriginal people to live as they
wish, according to the same rules as other citizens. A
permanent dependence on the dominant economy
will result from the separate entity status sought by
the reconciliationists. A large element of reconcilia-
tion is the recognition on the part of Aboriginal peo-
ple that their land was colonized two hundred years
ago by a people who fortunately did not attempt the
genocide of the original inhabitants and who have
brought with them the most respected means of gov-
ernance devised, a most bountiful economy, the most
brilliant intellectual traditions and an openness and
tolerance unknown in Aboriginal culture. The real
tragedy is that, for most of Australia’s history, Abo-
riginal people faced a different set of rules to the rules
which applied to others. Trying to write a different
set again is a regression.

Almost by definition, the present Aboriginal
leaders were well schooled in the dominant culture
and have benefited mightily from it. To deny this
would be self-deluding. There is some room for pay-
back in reconciliation, there is some room for com-
pensation, there is some room for personal reflec-
tion, but in the end the officially sponsored recon-
ciliation process is no more than another round in
an exercise of hide and seek. Hiding from reality
and seeking a deal that is not ours to give. This
Backgrounder has attempted to stop the game; it
demands that people should now make their choices
and wear the consequences.
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